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	Leo Laporte's 2006 Gadget Guide, 9780789733955 (0789733951), Que, 2005
Gadget geeks and technology buffs, this is the book for you!  Leo Laporte's 2006 Gadget Guide is the definitive guide to  all of your gadget-buying questions for 2005-06. Leo Laporte, host  of TechTVs "Call for Help" and Que Publishing's resident gadget  guru, boils down the reams and reams of product specs, slices  through the marketing hype, and delivers his best of breed picks  for everything from digital cameras to MP3 players. Organized in a  sereis of categories, such as "Gadgets for the Ultimate Home  Theater," Leo will provide you with the best picks for gadgets and  equipment on any kind of budget. This is the ultimate guide  for anyone interested in gadgets, gidgets, whos-its and whats-its.  Don't go shopping again without it!
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Space And TimeCase Press, 2007

	SPACE AND TIME BY EMILE BOREL Honorary Director of LEcole Normalc Supcrieure Professor of the Faculte des Sciences of Paris Member of the Institute BLACKIE SON LIMITED LONDON AND GLASGOW 1926 Preface The reader will not find here a didactic account of Einsteins theories. Such an account requires the use of the formulas of mathematical physics...


		

A Basic Course in Probability Theory (Universitext)Springer, 2007

	Introductory Probability is a pleasure to read and provides a fine answer to the question: How do you construct Brownian motion from scratch, given that you are a competent analyst? There are at least two ways to develop probability theory. The more familiar path is to treat it as its own discipline, and work from intuitive examples such as...


		

PostgreSQL 9 Admin CookbookPackt Publishing, 2010

	PostgreSQL is a powerful, open source object-relational database system. An enterprise database, PostgreSQL includes features such as Multi-Version Concurrency Control (MVCC), point-in-time recovery, tablespaces, asynchronous replication, nested transactions (savepoints), online/hot backups, a sophisticated query planner/optimizer, and...





	

Analyzing Requirements and Defining .Net Solution Architectures (Exam 70-300)Que, 2003
MCSD Analyzing Requirements and  Defining .NET Solution Architectures Exam Cram 2 (Exam 70-300) helps you  pass the 70-300 exam, which is a core exam in the MCSD .NET track and measures  the ability to analyze requirements and define Microsoft .NET solution  architectures. This exam is extremely...


		

Head First Mobile Web (Brain-Friendly Guides)O'Reilly, 2011

	
		Mobile web usage is exploding. Soon, more web browsing will take place on phones and tablets than PCs. Your business needs a mobile strategy, but where do you start? Head First Mobile Web shows how to use the web tech- nology you’re already familiar with to make sites and apps that work on any device of any size. Put...



		

The Stone Frigate: The Royal Military College's First Female Cadet Speaks OutDundurn Press, 2019

	Winner of the 2020 Ontario Historical Society Alison Prentice Award • Finalist for the 2020 Kobo Emerging Writer Prize in Nonfiction

	

	A memoir from the first female cadet admitted to the Royal Military College of Canada.

	

	Kate Armstrong was an ordinary young woman eager to leave an abusive...
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